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Staying Connected
Kids are missing social connection more than ever. How can
they stay connected during Shelter In Place?
CONNECTION
We need it more than ever. But
how can our kids connect?

W

e are facing a time when we have never been more
disconnected. Our school children are used to daily
connections with each other throughout the week.
In fact, children need those valuable social connections, it is part of
their social-emotional development. More than ever, students and
caregivers are finding creative ways to stay connected.

I miss my friends… how can I
connect?
There are so many ways to connect! Here are many easy ways from
simplistic to “techy”:
- Mail & Penpals: Kids can write letters to each other. They can
include drawings, stories and art. To add a twist: kids can set up
penpals with other students in their class.
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- Videos: Kids can pre-record videos to send to their friends. They
can exchange videos back and forth using a caregivers’ text,
email etc.
- Email: Kids can communicate through their own or their
caregivers’ email to each other.
- FaceTime: Kids simply need a friend’s (or caregivers’s) phone
number to FaceTime.
- Text: Kids can text their friends using a parents phone (or their
own).
- Facebook Messenger Kids: A parent needs to “friend” another
parent in order for their child to connect on Facebook
Messenger. Next, each parent approves of who the child can
message. This also has a video connect feature and some fun,
simple games.
-Zoom: Kids are using platforms like Zoom which uses a video
chat to connect face to face. The good news is that Zoom is
free!
-Virtual Playdates: Using any video chat, kids can set up the
screen on the floor next to their toys, and “play” together.
Children have had elaborate virtual playdates with barbies,
action figures and have even gotten creative and played virtual
UNO with real cards!
When we work together - When
we work as a community - We
can get through this!

-Multiple Child Playdates: Kids are using Zoom or other
platforms to get multiple children together for a Zoom call.
They simply need one organizer with a Zoom account to gather
emails.
Safety in Virtual Communication: Parents should discuss
aspects of safety in virtual communication. Children do not
automatically “get” the risks of communicating with friends
virtually. This list is not all-inclusive. Parents are encouraged to further
research safety.
- Parent(s)/caregiver(s) communicate an agreement with other
parent(s)/caregiver(s) in communication with their child.
- Stay in the main area of the house to communicate.
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- Do not get dressed over video-chat. Do not take pictures of
parts of the body and text/email/message etc..
- Make sure no one is in the background that doesn’t want to be
filmed/photographed.
General Online Safety
- Teach children not to give out personal information: full name,
where they live, passwords etc.
- Never agree to meet with anyone in real life that they have met
online
- Parents and caregivers consistently monitor child’s online
activity especially any online connections
- Technology is best in a central location in the home
- Great resource for online guidance: https://smartsocial.com/
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